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ABSTRACT

Using the recent formulation of Gell-Mann and Hartle for approdmating quantum
dynamical phenomena by means of classical equations, we simulate electron motions in
ground state FI2F, in ground state H2, and in the first excited state of H2. The approach
develops approximate initial data first by mathematical bisection. The dynamical
calculations are then carried out over short time intervals only, which is consistent with the
Gell-Mann and Hartle theory and which is applicable because the phenomena to be snrdied
are periodic. fui energy consewing numerical scheme is used so tlrat the energy of a given
system will be a numerical invariant. Graphical representations of the electron motions
indicate readily electron distributions, or clouds, over various time intervals.

1. Introduction. Quantum dynamics is usually perceived through the time dependent
Schrodinger equatioq for which related analytical and computational problems appear to
be insurmountable at the present time. There is however an alternate approach which can
be implemented readily when the dynamical behavior is periodic. This approach is through
the quantum dynamical Ehrenfest equations, which are Newtonian dynamical equations for
expectation values (1'2). Moreover, as shown by Gell-Mann and Hartle, for suitable initial
conditions which yield a narrow wave functioq Newton's equations themselves provide
dynamical approximations over short time periods (3). Of coursg for periodic phenomen4
knowledge of the character of the first period alone zuffices to characterize any
phenomenon for all time.

In this paper we will concentrate on electron motiors in ground state I{f, in
ground state H2, and in the first encited state of H2. Each casc will be preceded by a
mathematical bisection technique to generate a reasonable set of initial data and will be
followed then by energy conserving numerical methodology to yield electron motions and
electron clouds.

2. The Molecule-Ion H|ts. For ground state I{F, the energy.E is

(2.1) E - - (29.0)10-t'"tg

its average bond length d is

(2.2) d,:t.074,



and its average vibrational period l' is

(2.3) t' - (1.45)10-1a sec.

These results are available both experimentaly (l) and quantum mechanically from the
steady state Schrodinger eguation (5).

Denote the electron in Ht by Pr and the protons by Pz and P3. Aszume the forces
are coulombic. In cgs units, for i : L,2,3, and at any time t, let Pi be located at
4 : (x;, y;, s;), have velocity d : (i;, !!;, 2;), and have acceleration

A : (t;, y;, ?;). Then the classical equations of motion for the R are

(2.t)

rn;d 3"'"' ?' ':F4lo'i:L'2'3'
i+r

in whichT ii is the vector from P; to .Q, r;; : ll7 ji, and

(2.2) €r:€z- -€3 - (-4.8028)10-10esu

(2.3) rrLl : (9.1085)10-28 g

(2.4) n12 : trLs: (16724)10-" g.

For computational convenience, we set
transformations

d : (Xi, Y;, Z;) urd make the

(2.s)

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

Q.e)

System (2.1) transforms then into the following system:

d:1ou7i
T:tCPt.

# .= e.5s24576,(- r.f - fr,-)

#:e.5a24526,(-frf -k-)

#=Q.5s245zor(-W-W)



(2. r0)

(2.r3) # :(1.3?e26e)10-'(- x6a. 16r^)

(2.r4)

(2. ls)

#. :(1.37e26e)to-t(- t"#. tA*)

# :(1.3?e26e)to-'( - W- tr)
# :(1.3?e26e)to-' ( - W * K)

# :(1.3?e26e)to-'( - W- rga)

h :(1.3?e26e)to-'( - T . W)
It is system (2.7)-(2.15) which we will solve numerically from selected initial data

However, conservation of the ground state energy is essential numerically, so that we
must and will use numerical methodology designed for just zuch a purposs (e).

Note that for convenience we set

i:(*.+.+\-\of, dT, dT).

and obsewe that

rt :10104'

Finally, observe that the total energy E ofthe system is given by

(2.t6) E : i9.r08s)rs-ea&r+ lQazz4)to-n6z +&r)

+(23.0668e)ro-to1 - * - * + *)
oq equivalently,

(2.r7) E : *(e.1088)10-8yi + lgazzql0-8(y; +W)

+ (23.0668e)10-8( - d; - d; + eL).

3. Numerical Method. The numerical method is divided into nno steps. In the
we determine initial data which are consistent with (1.1)-(1.3). In the second
actual dpamical behavior is approximated from the initial data so generated.

first step
step the



As shown in.Figure 3.1, A is set initially at (Xl, 0, Zr), P2 at (X2,0, 0), urd Pg

at (-X2, 0, 0), with Xl 2 0, 4 > 0, X2 2 0. The initial velocities uui r = (0, 7y,0),

i , =i , = 0, with Uv > O.Begln then by selecting a broad range of values for Xr,
Zr, Xz, as shown in Table I and labeled Cases l-18. For each case, thc corresponding
value of I/, is determined directly from (l.l) and (2.17) and is recorded in the Table.

Next, for each case, system (2.7)-(2.15) is solved numerically for one half a
complete vibration of P2, Ps. In the table are recorded in cgs units the values
d1 = maxll PzPsll, dz : minll PzPsll, d = t@r + dd and the time it' for this ha|f
vibration. Note from (1.3) that the correct value of f,t'should b€ (0.725)10-1{ sec. The
conservative numerical method was nrn on an Alpha 150 and an Alpha 275, each ofwhich
has a 64 bit word. Iteration tolerances were 4(10-10) for position coordinates and
4(tO-tz; for velocity coordinates. The timi step was A T: 1.0, but was checked
occasionally with A T : 0.2. A t5picd FORTRAII prognu& II2PLUS.FOR, is available
for the interested reader (Greenspan (r);.

4rPt(xt 
'o'zL)

I
I

I

I

P3-(-x2'o'0) , r(*r,o,o)

Figure 3.1
'Initial electron and proton configuration
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TABI.E 1

xr z, x? 1 d, (A) d, (A) d (A) f (to-t4s1

0 300t 4&) 0.m749697U3 0.E 0.4t23 0.6061 0.310

0 4{m 7qn 0.01605936835 1.4 0.141E 0.Tt6) 0.350

0 5m 1ffin 0.fr!4fl}324361 LO 0.0181 1.0091 0.€1

0 30cI) 7m 0.0182089$41 1.4 0.tnl 0.7636 0345

0 4000 10000 0.00710?56817 2.0 0.9326 1.0163 0.405

0 5000 4000 0.0t766Tu270 0.8 0.4/n 0.6139 0.310

EW 3000 ,{m 0.$fi8443998 MOLECTJIE SEPARATES

25ffi 4000 7W 0.ats?jrTz'533 1.4 0.734E 1.0574 0.68

2500 5000 100q) 0.m693546911 LA 1.1067 15534 0.605

zsw 3000 7000 0.vztr27r685E t.4 0.n49 t.w75 0.670

Effi 4000 10000 0.00957990417 2.0 1.0865 15433 0.620

2500 5m0 4000 0.0r7832TT195 MOI.ECTJLE SEPARATES

5000 3000 4000 0.92942232997 a.w3z 0.7993 0.8013 0375

s000 4000 7000 0.02311749683 MOLECIJI.E SEPARATES

5000 5000 10000 0.(r2u08r3455 LO 0.7918 13959 0.970

5000 3000 70q) 0.@&56013547 MOIECTJLE SEPAR/TTES

5000 4000 100fi, 0.01507491669 LO 0.7624 r.3Et2 1.u25

5000 5000 4000 0.0t467574t59 MOLECI.JLE SEPARATES



4. Bisection and the Final Calanlation.
The best results are Cases 8 and 10. Both were studied further by biscctiort buq

because the rezults were the same, we will discuss only Case 10. To refine the rezults of
Case 10, we then ran Cases 19-22 in Table 2, the final results of which are in the table.

Each was run for a complete vibration.

TABLE 2

xr zr x2 V, d' Q4) drQ4) d(A) t/, g'(lfitt s)

2000 3000 7000 0.02009893571 1.4 0.7946 1.10 0565

3000 3000 7000 0.v2235W8247 1.4 0.7195 1.06 0.840

4000 3000 7W 0.02523807815 MOLECALE SEPARATES

5000 3000 7000 0.02856013s47 MOLECULE SEPARATES

Examination next of Cases 10, 19, and 20 leads to the refined cas€s 23-25 in Table

3, the final results of which are recorded in the table.

TABLE 3

XI z, x2 V, d'(d) drQ4) d(A) t/2 t, (1011s)

2600 3000 7000 0.v2L35687439 1.4 0.7n8 L.W 0.695

27W 3000 7000 a.v21594n249 1.4 0.7353 L.07 0.725

2800 3000 7000 0.mL$92047t 1.4 a.7252 1.06 0.795

The results of Casc 24 are the best so that we choose as initial data Xr :2700,
Zt - 3000, Xz - 7000, Vv : 0.02L59427249. This case is now run for I billion time

steps, during which Pr and P2 complete six firll oscillations. In Table 4 are recorded the

mocima dr and minima da, a well as the time t at which these occur during the

oscillations. The average fr(i)is 1.40391, the average tz(h) = 0.?3308, so that the

average Z = i(f, +6) = 1.068. The average time per oscillation is

(8.665x10-tt116 = 1.444(10-14)s€c. The agreement with both experiment and quantum

theory is excellent.
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d, (A) d' (A) t (lttt) s

1.4 0

0.7353 0.78

r.3634 1.405

0.7424 2.65

1.3408 2.700

0.7230 3.330

1.481 4.L70

0.7228 5.005

1.4165 5.750

03393 6.485

L.4022 7.205

0.7357 7.9t5

t.4'235 8.665

With regard to trajectories, the electron motion is a complex, spiral likg rotational
motion around the X a,xis. Of course trajectory complaxity is tlrpical in all nondegerate

three-body problems. The motion concentrates for a time around one proton, then drifts
to concentrate around the oth€r in an dnost periodic fashion A tJpical oscillation from
P2 to P3 is shown projected in the XIf plane in Figure 4.1, and under a rotation of axes of
60" in Figure 4.2. Both figures show the concentrated motion around th€ protons. The

time period of the trajectory is 0 < t < (1.6)10-14 sec. Also, both figures indicate clearly
the electron cloud usually associated with ffr+.
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5. The Molesule H2. For ground state fI2, the energy E is
(5.1) fi - - (50.7289)10-12 erg,
the average bond length d is
(s.2) d,:0.7424,
and the average vibrational period t' is
(s.3) 1' : (0.?59)10-14 sec.

We now extend the methodology of Sections 3 and 4. For this purposg let P1, P3

be electrons and Pz, Pe protons. At any time t, let 4, i = 1, 2,3, 4, be located at

e : (ri, gi, z;), have velocity A : (zi, yi, Zi), and have acceleration A = (ti, ii,
2l). Then the classical equations of motion of the system under coulornbic forces are

*,t:L,2,3,4'
4:DF

tsl 'rt
i#

(s.4)

(s.6)

tn;o;

Transformations (2.5), (2.6) ue again introduced for computational convenience. The
total energy.E of the system is now given by

(s.s) E = l(e.108b)rs-za (4 + r3l + lQazzn\rl-g (4 + 4)

+23.0668e(ro-zo;1 - # + * - * - * + * - *)
or, in the E? variables,

E : i(e.108s)10-8(vl +W) + |(rona)r0-8(W +W)

+23.0668e(10-8x - EL + * - af - * + h- *).
Initially, we set Pr at (X1,0, Z), &*(X2,0,0), P3 at (&,0, - Zi and Pl

at ( - Xz, A,0). The velocities i na rt are taken to be zero, while the velocities of
P2 and Ps are taken to be (A,VY,0), (0, -VY,O), respectively. The value VY rs

chosen positive and is detennind from (5.1) ud (5.6) once all initial positiorn are
prescribed.

We now choose a vuiety of initial data and run each case for 150,000,000 time

steps. These cases are listed in Table 5. The average morimurn value at(h) and average

minimum value k(h) are recorded in the table. The average time t'for a complete
period is also there recorded. We seek to find a set of initial data which will yield

a1h1 : i@t+d) ,', (0.742)2. nd s' ,- (0.759)10-1asec. As befors A ?: 1.g.

Only three cases in Table 5 seem to yield potentially reasonable results. These are

Cases 8, 22, and 26. For Case 8, d is in error by 0.9/o while t' is in error by 38o/o. For
Case22, d is in error by g.lyo while t'is in error by l0.4o/o. For Casc 26, d is in enor by
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10.6% while t' is in error by 15.3%. We will apply bisection to each case and disposc of
Case 26 first.

Bisection for Case 26 yields the results recorded in Table 6. The best result we

could obtain is found in Case 29, for which d is in error by 4.4Vo while t/ is in error by
l7Yo. The large increase in accuracy for d is offset by a decrease in accuracy for tt.

TABLE 5 Initid parameter choices

&g x, z, x, 1 4,l\ d, (A) d (A) 3'(IO" t)

t 0 36) z5m o;g,.J?gln4l2 0J5U) o499t 0s2l9 05450

) 0 ,(Xn $m o.t8E95n_4s3 oru 03%2 OJ4EI 0.K)

3 0 5m 4sm 0.m85486lE 0.gqn 0.&9 0J925 0.4525

4 0 3ffi) 4tm 0.w1swJz 0.9G) 033t7 0.6194 05760

5 750 30fl) z5m 0.631t8295 (Ltm 0.4999 05395 O'|ji25

6 750 4m $m 0.s2s9955?tr2 0.m3 0.'l{IIl 0J556 0.4575

7 750 5m 45m 0.9&yJ9795 0.ffir 03393 u62n 05rq,

E 750 3fr) 4tm ug25L3Tt9tC2 0J495 o647E O7,lt6 0.'6Et.

9 750 5m 6m &gzlof(IE/s o6gt6 05qn 0553t oa57l

l0 rm 3{Xn 25ql o;@,3fiJ?7WrS tn4/| &4y11 &r57 05640

tt t5m 4ffit 35m a.s25?35cfpp9 (16053 (['13(b 05dn 0'1710

L2 1500 50m 45m 0.g?,6,a€g?fIJ offi (l3153 odn) 053qt

l3 15m 30qt 45m &gua/tril4cJ 0t541 03t09 0.6t71 as?n

t4 15M 4fl) 25m uwur8512, uem 0-5@ (L'E6 0.498

t5 $m 5m 35m 0.@Lrxzs3 o6050 O'1415 0J613 o457t

l6 30qt 3ffi' 25m 0.(B1436&Zi15 0.tdrt 05m (I6t41 056m

L7 30qt 4{m 3nCI ug?j.tffi9595 o7017 o55ta o6nl 0J5(n

IE 3000 5m 45(n 0.m0996u13 oqtt4 03r,01 (t6057 051(Il

l9 3000 30s, 45q' o0296088?E73 Lt04l u?7l,t q6$5 0.6150

20 30frt 'lfrl ztfll o:gu9u3r49r o79dt o4nt o6{tt9 0stn

2t 3(m 5m 3itq! LMI?srR79 o7tt3 05oqt o6t@ Lt250

,) 45m 3Ur 25(n o.gut7w t.2015 o4tto 0-E09t o6gn

B 4500 4Ut 15(p uzl6t2643t o7tl15 u6ln2 069t 0J7t0

24 45q) soflt 'l|im U@trFLNLAL o846rt &4t23 get$ 0J0s

t< 45m 3U' {5CI oBl0r27E747 0J466 0.,l0dl o6243 0JU,0

26 4500 4{m ?5m 0.0195BTA17 o9542 O.6E73 oa!ts 06{31,

n 45m 5m }'m o0rE925t47rt o7150 0J9{4 O65,17 o4763

l0



TABLE 6 Parameter refinements

x, zl x7 VY d'Ql) dr(A) d(A) t'(IOt. y.c)

45m 4ffi1 z1fi 0.aaz4ann O95,14 0.4304 0.6929 05sm

48{n 4{Xn z:Tw 0.01%57//.w 1.1495 0.399 0.n47 0.63m

4m 4Un z1fi 0.0rs0388s9 0.9904 0.4135 0.7v?,J 0.6150

4m 41m nfi 0.0193515!145 0.7676 0501E 0.6y7 0.4360

m 4lm nfi 0.0!,9n454142 0.9194 0.4589 0.68y2 050m

48fr) 4tm nn 0.0r89029176f 0.vr91 0.4650 0.7u 05890

4?m 39m nw 0.u8z6lu7L 0.8855 0.45f6 0.67il 05160

46m 39m 27ffi 0.u?iJrto9767L 0.93E5 0.4257 0.6826 058m

4ETX} 39S n6 0.01979E30040 0.w7L 05387 0.76T) 0Jm

Bisection for Case 22 yrelds the regrlts in Table 7. T\e result of Casc a0 is dready
zuperiorto Casc E, so that Case 8 is now discarded. Cases 37,39, and4O showquite
clearly a dilemma which one faces. For Casc 39,tt is in error by O.03Yo while d is h error
by 16.7o/o. For Case 40, d is in error by 0.01% while t'is in error by 24Yo. For Ca*37, d,

is in error by L.3% but tt is in error W 8.6%. We are simply unable to approximate both
d and t' to within SYo qror. One of d and t' can alurays bc approximated quite
accurately, but never both-

TABLE 7 Additional parameter refinernents

x, z, x, 1 d,6) dr(A) dd) t'(Ittt s1

45m 3m zIx) 0.su5a9%% 0.9948 4s092 0.75n 0.693t

45m 3(m z:tfft 0.@r7679E91 t.lu5 0.rt6t5 0.7E65 0.6375

45(n 3fln m 0.9n65n6s65 L.U7 0.49E0 0.E6dl 0.758t

45m 3m 8n 0.9825zfi61 0.nE 0.5139 0.74t1 05750

45m 28fi1 2tm 0.m5(b217016 L?9E7 03960 0.u73 0.750

4?m 29q) 25m 0.mn?r58312 L.Oyy 0.4938 0.7936 0.65m

43m 32m 25m 0.a2$789nf6 0.9511 0.4388 0.6950 0.6038

43m 3100 27W 0.0266912690 LTTR. 0.w9 0.8r.1t 0.7250

47U) 32m 2m 0.t?f6zru'n L.?N9 0.%32 0.8021 0J700

lt
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6. Ihg H2 Molesula Revisited. In this section we consider another possible approach to
simulating a dynamical Hz molecule using Newtonian mechanics. this approach is
motivated by the interest in recent ysus in electron attraction, real or apparent (8-13).

Nobelists Bardeeq Cooper, and Schrier required electron attraction in their quannm
mechanical theory of superconduaivity. Panarella showed that electron attraction is
viable in his quantum mechanical study of photons. Ashoori has shown that an "apparent'
electron attraction rezults from large magnetic forces in "artificial" atoms. Crreenspan has
shown that correct bond lengths and periods result for all diatomic molecules ttrough ()2

by assuming electron attraction as does the correct bond angle for the water molecule.
Nobelist Dehmelt has hypothesized zub quark elements for electron structurg which might
have relevant implications. No direct experimental evidence is available to establish
whether or not electron attraction is a real or an apparent phenomenon, although it has
proved to be of theoretical value. We continue then in this spirit and will produce results
which are excellent. The changes required in the discussion of Section 5 are that e1e3 in
(5.a) be replaced by - €r€s, r13 in (5.5) be replaced by - rrs, an Rrg in (5.6) be
replaced by - Rrs.

It should be noted now that the discussion which follows is analogous to, but more
extensive and uses a smaller time step, than the discussion in Greenspan (14).

Consider then the 30 cases recorded in Table 9. Each was nrn for 100000000 time

steps. The average maximum a,(i), average minimum de(h), average
o.

d(A) : i(d, + dd, and average period t' are recorded in the Table. the rezults in Table
9 indicate that Cases 2, 8, and 14 are already almost corect. Application of bisection led
to the Cases reported in Table 10, each of which was run for 250000000 time'steps.
Several cases are very good. Case 40, for examplg yields an error of 3.9/o for d and
0.7Yo far t', while Case 34 lelds an eror of 2.1%o for d and 3.4% for f '.

For Case 40 the electron cloud generated by Pe is toroidat and the electron moves
back and forth benreen Pl and Pz several times. The three dimensional motion is shown
in Figure 6.1. Its projection in the XZplane is shown in Figure 6.2. In both figures, the
motion is for the real time t: (0.?54)10-l{ sec. the motion for Case 34 is entirely
analogous.
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TABLE 9 Initial data choices

x, z, x, VY d, Ql) 4e{) aQ1 l(lot'-)

0 3m) 2tcx, 0"04418E5at2 1"0m9 0.{999 o.7951 0.Tn:t

0 4flXt 35m 0.036r06t6274 0Ea7l 0.6'996 OJT3/, 0.7lqt

0 5(m 45q) 0030344Ea6,92 0.ryt 0.6tlo 0.79n5 0.7350

0 30q) 45q) 0.0361674968,:t 0.9m 05714 oJit57 0.6'g)

0 {xn 25@ 0.6742t19m9 1.1763 OJG} 0.&t&z 0.75€X)

0 5m 35(xl o.qt153r91415 0.m,4 0.?u) o-&12 o:fyLs

l0m 3m 2500 0.0443556E462 12426 0J@ o.rtt3 0.93dt

lu) 4(m 35m 0.9362330.3&t 0"EE1t o.nm 0.?$9 0.71?5

tu) 5m 4sdx) 003043345{95 0.ru} 0-601i1 olyB 0rns

ru) 3@ 45m 0g3E6t26rgzt 0.ffi' 0.7539 0tato oa92!J

lm 40qt 25m 0.67305(t470 13553 0sfr) o.,zn o.cn5

rm 5m 35@ 0.q}r5196t519 0.996 0J9$ 0.E142 oJ55r,

HM 3Ul 25ql oa4442ln1',6 l3917 0J(ut 0.9459 ll}rgl

l5m {m l5cx) 0.036r50973E0 0.%16 ot99t, 0.m9f 0Jr2s

r500 50@ 4500 0.Gn52Ct7{99 0.ffi} o.nEo o.ult5 o'JJl5

l5m 3m 45m 0.6914&lsr7 o.92a5 0.?3t4 0t3u oJ623

r5@ 4U) zssJ 0.0371066s6 LS2// 05G' tDtxt 0.9.{Il

l5q) 500 35q) 00:t14856r331 0.963a 0.?ul 0J317 0.7m

30@ 3000 2500 0.0{2806651r7 t.vtu 0sql Lre I.'TP

30fi) 4m 35q' 0.663q'09966 t.1151 ofr,ll| 0.9175 0t6(D

3000 5oqt 45q! o.ognn405 0.ffit o.g7 0a67, 0agl

30m 3m 4(m 0.0414&9E2l5 0.vzu 01sv 0r3r9 0.Elql

3@ 4(xxt 25Cp 0IB54r660147 1.v72 0sqt tzEtS TJ[II'

3000 5m 35ql 0.qn9E560933 t.t?fiL 0.7cIp 0.9rn 0-&tql

4500 3Ut 25@ 0.67794$502 MOLECT'LE SEPAR/TTES

45m lGt 3gxt 00315330E667 1.6216 0.7u, 0.9131 t.&D

{500 50q) 45(I) 0s3n,329[636z L,517 0-cm 0.9t23 0.9dn

45@ 30@ 45CX) 0.8249641771 r.05tt 0lut o.92y o.'6I,J

45m 4m 25m 0031E4r79621 MOLECUIJ SEPARATS'

4500 50m 35m 0.q294069t1E1 l.4r6l 0.nxx) lIEq) 0.919,
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Finally, Case 40 was run for five full oscillations. These results are recorded in

Table ll. Over the entire 6ve oscillations, the average dis0.7742.i and the average t'is
0.74g(10-tn) t"c, which ue in enor 4.3Yo and l.4Yo, respectively.

TABLE l0 Refined pzuameter choices

x, z, x, VY d'Ql) d'Q1) d(A) t'(lbtt ss1

l0m zffi 38m 0.ut763349t3 0.nL4 0.7596 0.766{t 0.73flt

r000 36m 35s0 0.8797a,371s 0.t2(B 0.7310 0.ms a.7sn

1.000 36m 3%0 0.s37282t59a 0.7w2 0.734t 0.76?5 0.m2

1000 3450 38tX) 0.GE38758421 0.7619 0.7595 0.7fi7 0.7330

r.000 3750 38m 0.03689529324 0.?t83 0.7613 0.n47 0.T?fi

850 3@ 38m 0.037564261&5 0.7651. 0.7595 0.76?3 0.7313

Lt50 3600 3800 0.$nllLlw4 0.7w2 u7s9{i 0.769E a.7w

1000 3500 3700 0.w376AnA o7909 o7396 u7652 o71q)

t0m 36m 3?m 0.6786115384 0.Tn4 o.Bn o7585 (t7r(E

1000 3700 37m 0.qjns7s?g?s 0.8ffi9 o7395 0.n42 o753t

TABLE 1l Five oscillations of Casc 40

dr(i) d2 6) t (10-t{s)
.74A0 0

.8096 .370
.7394 .750

.8080 t.l l5
.1389 1.495

.8078 1.860

.7394 2.240
.8092 2.605

.7397 2.980
.8099 3.360

.7395 3.740
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1?
7. lhe D State of Hz. The first excited state ofH2, that is, the

1f
D state is unique in

that most excited states have bond lengths and vibrational &equencies very close to those

of ground ,tat. H;t(n't). Ho*""uer the f- *,, has bond length d given by

(7.1)
ot

d : L.2927 A

x(1): -1409.90053737 ,

Y(L): -2800.962t2959 ,

Z(L): 37083.75875130 ,

X(2) = 4547.94783095 ,

VX(t): 0.06116248586
VY(L): 0.0120302574L
VZ(L): 0.00533622272
VX(z): - .00000565964

and vibrational period t' given by

(7.2) t' - (2.4568)10-14 sec,

which differ distinctly frorn (2.2) and (2.3). Its energy.E is (a)

(7.3) E : (- 32.51536)10-12 ers.

In addition, it is claimed that one atom of the molecule is normal while the other is
excited (5).

1+
The lack of electron symmetry in the I state will require exceptionally accuratc

numerical simulation. However, before describin! the simulation which was successful" let
us indicate that we ilisume electron attraction, since considerations entirely analogous to
those to be discussd nwer yielded corect results for electron repulsion.

We begin as in Section 5 and assume that e1e3 is replaced by - e1e3 in (5.4), r13
is replaced by - r13 in (5.5), Rrg is replaced by - Rrs h (5.6), and that the value of .E in
(7.3) is used in both (5.5) and (5.6). conservative numerical methodology is implemurted
with a variable time step according to the following rule. At any time step, 1st fi : min

l&jl , i: L,2,3, 4i j = t,2,3, 4i i * j.

Then if E>zooo, 4f:1.0 ;

2000 > F > t000, aT :0.2 ;

1000>E> ?50, A?:0.02 i
?50 > F > 500, aT :0.002 ;

500>E> 200, A?:0.0002 i
200>E , a?-0.00002

Over 100 sets of initial data were shrdied with extensive bisection implementation.
From these, the following set of initial data emerged:
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Y(2): 492.05314401
Z(2): 552.47757524
x(3) - - 1004.900577079098
f(3) : - 672.9984572L
z(3) -- - 4877.59128996
X(4) : - 4546.6327t294
Y(4): 1318.76654753
Z(4) : - 547.4U74262

, VY(2) :0.00000551882
V Z(2): 0.00000976669
V X(3) : 0.00548586693
VY(3) : - 0.01892571,304
V Z(3): 0.00476896279
VX(4): - 0.00000068448
vY(4): 0.00001707969
V Z(4): - 0.00001527034

With these data as initial datq one has l&Prl : 0.9198 i. Computer simulation yielded

monotonic increasing values of lP2Pal to a mardmum of 1.5836 h x t: (L.24)10-r4
sec. From this half period one can extrapolate to yield

(7.4) d: +(0.9198+1.5836) :L.25L7 2.

(7.5) t' :2(1.24)tg-tr - (2.48)10-14 sec,

which are in enor 3.2Yo and 0.9%o respectively. the variation of d with t is shown in the
left half of Figure 7. I . Continuation of this calculation then reveals that lPzPnl reaches a

minimum value of 1.133 .lin * oscillatory fashion at t:(2.47)10-14sec. This
dependence is shown in the right half of Figure 7.1. If one now calculates d and t' over
the entire perio4 one finds

(7.6)

(7.7)

d : [](0.e1s8 + 1.1s3) + 1.sas6] /2: Laos h

2r : (2.47)10-14 sec.

These rezults are in error l.0olo and 0.502, respectively. No zuccessive calculation ever
repeated this degree ofaccuracy.

Figure 7.2 shows the very large orbital type motion of Pl in three dimension$
while Figure 7.3 shows the projection of this motion in the XZ plane. The distan@ Pr

maintains to the line joining Pz and Pa is atways approximately 3.7 h. The figures show
four revolutions of P1, which occur in the time (0.635)10-tl sec. Over this same perio4
Figures 7.4 and 7.5 show the three dimensional motion and projwted tr*'o dimensional
motion of P3. This motion is of a complex toroidal naftrg is distinctly affected by the
nonsymmetric interaction with Pt, and has an average radius comparable to that of a
ground state If atom.

8. Summary. We have shown how to implement the Gell-Mann and Hartle classical
theory for approximating quantum dynamical motion by applyrng bisection and

conservative numerical methodology to each of H{, Hz, and the first excited state of
II2. For the latter two cases, electron attraction proved to be essential in order to obtain
bond lengths and vibrational periods which were both in error by less than 5%.
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It is import&t to obseryc that no rezult depends oo 8ny quaffim mechanical

resrlt. The total 6tr5l, bond lengtlr, and vibrational frequency, which are assumed in our
approaclr, are available directly from expcriment. Moreover, the dynamical toroidal
electron
since no

which have becn displayed are not available quanhrm mechanically,

methodology is at present available for solving the related time dependent

Schrodinger equation

d

1..5836
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